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Nearly 10 years after its first publication, Aurum are re-issuing this classic running book which
has defined a genre. It includes an introduction from bestselling author Robert Macfarlane and
an epilogue from Richard Askwith.The concept of fell-running is simple: it’s a sport that involves
running over mountains – sometimes one, sometimes many. It’s also immensely demanding.
While running uphill is a stamina-sapping slog, running pell-mell down the other side requires
the agility – and even recklessness – of a mountain goat. And there’s the weather to contend
with.It may make the sports pages only rarely, but in areas like the Lake District and Snowdonia
fell-running is the basis of a whole culture – indeed, race organisers sometimes have to turn
competitors away so that fragile mountain uplands are not irrevocably damaged by too many
thundering feet. Fixtures like the annual Ben Nevis and Snowdon races attract runners from all
over Britain, and beyond. Others, such as the Wasdale and Ennerdale fell runs in the Lakeland
valleys – gruelling marathons of more than 20 miles – remain truly local events for which the
whole community turns out, with many of the runners back on the same fells the next day
tending sheep.Now, Richard Askwith explores the world of fell-running in the only legitimate way:
by donning his Ron Hill vest and studded shoes to spend a season running as many of the great
fell races as he can, from Borrowdale to Ben Nevis: an arduous schedule that tests the very
limits of one’s stamina and courage. Over the months he also meets the greats of fell-running –
like the remarkable Joss Naylor, who to celebrate his fiftieth birthday ran all 214 major Lakeland
fells in a single week; Billy Bland, the combative Borrowdale man whose astounding records still
stand for many of the top races; and Bill Teasdale, a hero of the sport’s earlier, professional days,
whom he tracks down to his tiny cottage in the northern Lakes. And ultimately Askwith’s
obsession drives him to attempt the ultimate challenge: the Bob Graham Round – a non-stop
circuit of 42 of the Lake District’s highest peaks to be completed within 24 hours.This is a portrait
of one of the few sports to have remained utterly true to its roots – in which the point is not fame
or fortune but to run the ancient, wild landscape, and to be a hero, if at all, within one’s own
valley. Feet in the Clouds is a chronicle of a masochistic but admirable sporting obsession, an
insight into one of the oldest extreme sports, and a lyrical tribute to Britain’s mountains and the
men and women who live among them.



For Clare, Isobel and EdwardWARNING:The activities described in this book are dangerous and
may result in injury or death. Don’t try them. Go to a gym instead, or stay at home and watch
television.CONTENTSIntroduction by Robert Macfarlane1 A hard place2 Scenes from a fell-
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the AuthorCopyrightIntroduction byRobert MacfarlaneWhenever I press yet another copy of Feet
in the Clouds upon yet another friend, I try to explain why they should read it, even if they are as
likely to take up fell-running themselves as they are to become cave-divers, Classical Mandarin
scholars or astronauts. But explanation often proves difficult, because Feet in the Clouds is, like
most great books, far too many things to be easily summarised. It is a wonderful evocation of the
joys of ‘running with like-minded friends in wildernesses’; it is a detailed social history of a niche
sport; it is a smartly told memoir of obsession and ageing; it is a personal story about how a
‘pathetic, sybaritic yuppie’ set out to refine himself to whipcord, steel and grit; it is an exploration
of pain and endurance, and how these keenly private experiences might be conveyed in
language; it is an investigation of two major fault-lines of Britishness (between north and south,
rural and urban). It is also frequently very funny, and sometimes beautiful, and several times
moving. Above all – and perhaps unexpectedly – it is a study of heroes and heroism, which is
why when I find that I have failed to explain to the person upon whom I am pressing the book all
the reasons why they should read it, I tell them to imagine it as a cross between the Greek
Myths, The Loneliness of the Long-Distance Runner and the Marvel Superhero comics.For what
gods populate these pages! The fell-runners we meet here are near-mythical in their stamina
and their skills. There is Kenny Stuart, who ‘could run on scree and the stones didn’t even move’;
there is Ernest Dalzell, who flew down nine-tenths of a mile of hillside in under three minutes;
there is Joss Naylor, who had half his back removed in an operation and twelve years later ran
seventy-two peaks in twenty-four hours; there is John Atkinson, who could descend sixteen-foot
precipices at a single bound, and once did a mid-air somersault, landed on his feet and just kept
running. Not that these men give themselves the airs of gods, or lounge be-laurelled in their
pantheon, of course. No, they are the most down-to-earth divinities you could imagine. When
Bob Graham made his legendary round of the Lake District tops in 1932, he did so ‘wearing a
pyjama top and plimsolls and eating mainly boiled eggs’.There is something especially
superhuman in their tolerance for pain. Reading Feet in the Clouds, you realise that fell-running



has produced not only some of Britain’s most extraordinary athletes, but also some of its
toughest individuals. Up on the fells, whingeing is unacceptable and fortitude indispensable.
Askwith tells us of Peter Livesey, who broke both ankles in the course of a race, but still
completed it; of Chris Gravina, who ran three-quarters of a Mountain Trial with a broken leg; of
how, when Joss Naylor did all the Wainwrights (those 214 Lakeland peaks included in Alfred
Wainwright’s guides to the region) in a continuous push during one summer week at the age of
fifty, he covered the distance of almost fifteen marathons laid end to end, he ascended and
descended the equivalent of four Everests, he became so dehydrated that his tongue and mouth
swelled until he could not eat or talk, and his ankles were rubbed clean through to the ligaments
by his ill-fitting shoes. ‘Few people have ever conquered themselves so completely,’ observes
Askwith, ‘or so utterly subdued the weaknesses of the flesh to the will of the spirit.’A book of
heroes, then – and a book of hero-worship, too. Askwith’s admiration for the great fell-runners
shines charmingly out of its pages. Bill Teasdale is ‘one of Britain’s greatest-ever athletes’; Billy
Bland’s Bob Graham round time of 13 hours and 53 minutes is ‘arguably the most extraordinary
record in this or any other sport’; Joss Naylor ‘as hard a man as ever had a go at anything’;
Kenny Stuart is ‘one of the very greatest of British athletes’. Like all true sports fans, Askwith has
a passion for stats – feet climbed, miles covered, seconds and minutes shaved from records –
but like all true sports writers he also knows that stats are sawdust in the mouth of readers, and
that what is needed to prove the extraordinariness of his subject is evocation rather than
documentation.So, of course, the experiences of his own fell-running years – especially his
attempts to complete the Bob Graham Round – become the means by which he conveys his
love of the sport and its people, and his body becomes the surface on which the mountains and
their stories are scored, stored, scribed and harrowed. Literally, in fact: among the numerous
injuries and mishaps he suffers is a bottom-slide while coming down Ben Nevis that ‘earns me a
set of gouges such as I haven’t seen since I was beaten at boarding school’. Ha! As that ‘earns’
suggests, these are the stripes of promotion rather than of punishment. They are tribal scars of
belonging; evidence of his commitment to the sport, as well as to a broader ethos of living. For
you need, he writes near the book’s end, to ‘feel . . . nature, to interact with it; to be in it, not just
looking from the outside. You need to lose yourself – for it is then that you are most human.’And
how well he writes about that ‘interaction’, and that sense of ‘losing yourself’. He conveys the
thrill of moving fluently, at speed and length over remote country (dreams of the Spartans,
dreams of the Masai); he catches at the exhilaration of honing one’s motor-skills of balance and
impact-control, the feel of tilt and push-off, slope and counter-slope; he captures the hurly-burly
of wild weather at altitude; the serene beauties of evening runs, with ‘the white moon glowing
icily out of the deepening blue ahead’ and a ‘sea of ancient Cumbrian twilight’ at his feet; he
recalls the profound strangeness of a night run on Skiddaw, with shooting stars floating across
the sky every few minutes, such that he seems to be racing through a dream. ‘Joy’ is a word that
recurs in this joyful book: ‘the joy of being totally absorbed, as our ancestors were, in wild
environments; the joy of throwing off the straitjackets of caution and civilisation; the joy of finding



and pushing back limits; and, occasionally, the joy of doing things that one had thought
impossible’. The elite runners with whom Askwith meets in the book’s course are prodigious
inspirations and generous teachers, for by its end he has acquired a fraction of their powers:
‘down I fly . . . leaping and bouncing, joyfully, madly, hanging in the air longer than nature
intended, my whole being singing with physical alertness’.Such high-flown writing can’t be
sustained for too long, of course, and Askwith is always quick to ground epiphany with bathos,
and to freight passion with self-mockery. An intense aside about upland beauty is followed a few
paragraphs later with advice about how to lance blackened toenails with a red-hot paper clip,
resulting ‘in a spectacular fountain of pus’. ‘That’s what a mountain is for: stretching your limits
on, not pussy-footing around,’ he writes shortly after another discourse on beauty. A fascinating
tussle emerges over the book’s course, in fact, between his instinct for beauty and his appetite
for challenge and reward. The tension results most often in humour: ‘You can enthuse all you like
about the Lake District’s fresh air, its awe-inspiring views, its wildness. But I doubt that any of
these things is ever really so uplifting to a man’s spirits as the smell of a fresh Keswick pub at
opening time.’ I’m not sure he believes that, but it’s a good line nevertheless.The book is
ingeniously structured such that two contrasting time-schemes run concurrently. There is the
calendrical telling of the ‘fell-running year’ as it unfolds month by month. And there is a longer-
term telling of Askwith’s own fell-running years, driven forwards by the will-he/won’t-he challenge
of the arduous Bob Graham Round. This clever dual structure allows him to explore the various
weathers and territories of fell-running, and to feature many of the classic annual races: the Hill
Forts and Headaches Race, the Morning After Race, the Dragon’s Back, the Three Peaks (each
sounding like a malicious invention from Willy Wonka’s Discomfort Factory).It also allows him to
cut away into the sport’s history, from the ‘anarchic’ and unrecorded years before 1850, into its
formalisation in the early 1900s, through the pioneering decades of the 1950s to the 1970s,
‘when peace and the freedom to roam Britain’s wild places were still recently won luxuries’,
through the internecine wars between professionals and amateurs, ‘incomers’ and locals, and
up to the recent rise of ultra-distance running. A complex social picture emerges of a sport that
was born of old landscapes but has been inevitably infiltrated by modernity. ‘No modern fell-
running club can conform to the clichéd stereotype of a tight-knit band of shepherds and
gamekeepers,’ he writes, ‘deeply rooted in their unchanging rural community . . . we are all new
Britons now.’ The whole book rises towards its tremendous apex, when Askwith sets off for his
fourth and final attempt on the Bob Graham Round with the spirit of Joss in his joints, and a
headful of hard-won wisdom about what endurance really means.I’ve read Feet in the Clouds
four or five times now. I tend to reach for it when I’m feeling lax or weak or glum. I always end it
rallied, inspired, cheered. And I also always end it thinking that if I could convert my body by
means of a magic trick into the physique of any kind of elite athlete, I wouldn’t choose the
gymnast’s chiselled perfection, certainly not the mahogany pneumatics of a bodybuilder or
weightlifter, and not even the honed sinews of the rower. No, I’d want the body of a fell-runner;
and more than that, I’d want the mind of a fell-runner, too, because as one of Askwith’s friends



tells him early on: ‘Anyone can be fit. It’s being hard that’s hard.’There are aspects of the elegy
present here. Askwith writes of ‘the passing-away of an old way of thinking’ about people and
place. He speaks of the ‘vanished world’ in which runners like Bill Teasdale won their glories,
and of legends like Joss Naylor slipping into ‘isolated obscurity . . . fading away like old soldiers,
unheard and irrelevant’. But as I write this introduction, nearly a decade on from the first
publication of his book, fell-running feels – to me at least – far from a dying sport. Unlikely high-
profile participants have emerged: Boff Whalley, the rock-star anarchist, has just written a book
about his own obsession with fell-running. Strange re-expressions of the fell-running impulse are
emerging: I recently met an artist called Tim Brennan who was beginning a six-year project to
run the frontiers of the Roman Empire at its zenith – he had started with Hadrian’s Wall: a 98-mile
non-stop run through wild country. And most hopefully of all, the sport seems to be rejuvenating
itself at the grass-roots level.Late this summer I was in the North-West Lakes, due to take part in
a small fell race from Keswick up into the Skiddaw valley. But I’d torn both calves while training,
and could barely hobble to the start line (no Livesey-style heroics for me). So I successfully
looked after everyone’s bags, while my parents (aged in their early sixties), my sister-in-law
(aged thirty-two), my children (aged six and eight), and my niece (aged two and half) all took
part in fell races, over distances ranging from 500 yards to 10 miles. There was nothing elite
about the occasion, but the atmosphere was buzzingly happy and the race-lists were full, from
junior to senior. A samba band drummed and crashed to warm up the runners, sunlight flared on
the brackened slopes of Skiddaw, and kids galloped past in their Walshes with the glow of
fanaticism in their eyes.The next day I was at another fell race, this time at the Loweswater Show.
It was a simple brute of a run, from a field in the valley to a marshal halfway up a scree-sided
peak called Whiteside, then back down to the field again. I watched the runners leave, watched
them reappear as ants on the hillside, watched the fastest of them float impossibly quickly back
over the screes, watched the winner glide back into the field preposterously soon after leaving
and barely out of breath. Later, a big man jogged over the line, his skin covered in tattoos, his
singlet and shorts covered in blood. He’d fallen on the descent, cut himself up and broken at
least one rib, but had kept going anyway. I saw him later getting bandaged up by the first-aid
team, his arms held in the air as they strapped his ribs, and his young daughter at his side,
looking up at him like he was a god or a superhero.Robert MacfarlaneCambridge20121A hard
placeTHIS IS HOW DEATH MUST FEEL. Not the pain, although I imagine most deaths must be
painful, but the fear. Fear of what? I hardly dare say.Something has happened to me. For more
hours than I can remember, a storm has been screaming around me. For more hours than I can
remember, I have been running – or trying to run – in the mountains. Now I am lost, utterly. Every
muscle in my body is shaking, both feet are blistered raw, every joint aches, and my last
reserves of warmth and strength are gushing away like steam.A cloud of icy fog clings thickly to
everything, smothering the afternoon into twilight. Winds whip it, randomly, like a loose sail in a
wild sea. Obscure horrors gust through it: hailstones, dark shapes, hints of lightning, great
explosions of rain. Yet I cannot actually see more than a few yards around me – except on two



brief occasions when the storm rips the curtain apart to reveal ghastly cliffs in all directions. My
map and my local knowledge insist that such cliffs cannot possibly be there. The rip closes too
quickly for me to make sense of this.So now I have stopped; or, at least, I am hobbling so
pathetically and aimlessly that it cannot reasonably be classified as movement. I have no idea
what to do. I am a big, strong, fit young man, with a deep voice, broad shoulders and a hairy
chest. At home, I am father of a family; London is full of successful journalists who consider me
or have considered me their boss. And I want to cry.This is not despair. This is the raw animal
distress of the wounded and the terrified; the kind that combines self-pity with panic. Something
has gone badly wrong.It doesn’t help that my compass is malfunctioning, showing north in
diametrically the wrong direction. Nor, I suppose, does my sprained ankle. Yet the pain is almost
a comfort. If I focus on the agonies shooting from my mangled joint, or on the splinters of glass
that slice through my clothes, masquerading as rain, it reminds me of how things were an hour or
so ago. Then, I was miserable but still myself. Now I have been unmanned: a poor, bare, forked
animal cowering helplessly on the rocks.Perhaps this is what wounded soldiers feel, as they call
with their dying breath for their mothers: the same sense of losing one’s integrity as a functioning
adult; the same sense that one can do no more. Except that I am not yet dying. Not yet, if I could
just think what to do.I cannot.I feel sleepy. I have been at this for eight hours or more. I have, I
repeat, no idea what to do. I am starting to feel strangely warm. I think I might lie down.But not
quite yet. Somehow, I can still think – with just enough coherence to see that thinking is my best
hope. There is an answer to this problem. With sufficient thought, I will find it.Think, then. This is
not the worst. I could be clinging to a cliff by my fingertips. I could have broken a leg – two legs. I
could be lost in the Himalayas. I could have been lost for days. Countless billions of men have
faced worse challenges than this, not just through adventuring but in such routine tests as war
and natural disaster. Many have abandoned hope and life. Many haven’t.Better men than me
have whimpered and cowered; but plenty of others – also better than me – have hardened in the
challenge. Think of them. Think of Shackleton, lost without hope in the Antarctic night. Think of
Joe Simpson, starving with broken limbs in a lost Andean valley. Think of all those generations of
men, before my self-indulgent cohort of baby-boomers, who lived hard lives without complaining
and would have scorned to pity themselves in the face of catastrophe. Think of my father, and all
those other fathers who fought with him in the Second World War. Think of the men who have
lived whole lives in these mountains. Think of Joss Naylor.Joss Naylor! A flush of shame
restores my alertness. What kind of pathetic, sybaritic yuppie am I, whingeing to myself and
dreaming of hot baths, just because of a sore ankle, a broken compass and a few million drops
of horizontal hail? This is England, for God’s sake; the nearest road can’t be more than 5 or 6
miles away. The temperature can’t be that many degrees below zero. I could crawl 5 miles on my
hands and knees and still be back by Monday. Anyway, they’d send the mountain rescue team
out before I had time to die. And, more to the point, I’m supposed to be a fell-runner.That means
I’m a member of the same breed as Joss Naylor and Billy Bland and Kenny Stuart and Bill
Teasdale; the same as Ian Holmes and Helene Diamantides. I’m finding it tough, am I? Well, it’s



supposed to be tough. If I can’t handle it, I should bugger off back to London where I came
from.Self-respect drags an impulse for survival from my depths. Somehow I must get moving –
anywhere. Almost anywhere. Not down the frightful cliffs. But somewhere.Time for the option of
last resort: trust the compass. In which case, if it’s right, and if my estimate of my position is
accurate to within even half a mile, then all I need to do is head that way – what the compass
calls ‘south’ – and sooner or later I’ll have to intersect the path I was on half an hour ago.I
stagger off: limp, whimper, limp, whimper. Or rather: limp, whimper, chatter-chatter-chatter; limp,
whimper, chatter-chatter-chatter. I’m going downhill, when it ought to be up, but who cares? If I
can just keep in a straight line then at least I’ll be getting somewhere.The wind bites through me,
from behind now, but I shrug it off. No more whingeing. Think of Eddie Campbell, trotting through
Glencoe snowstorms in his plimsolls, with just a handful of boiled sweets in his anorak pocket to
stave off hypothermia. Think of the hard men – and women, too – who run on these rocks every
day.Sure enough, a path appears. It bears no resemblance to the path I was on before, but let’s
ignore that. All paths lead somewhere. Follow it round to the west and I’ll either end up
somewhere I recognise or . . . well, who knows, maybe bump into that great big river on the next
map-square across, or perhaps another human being.I force myself to run, although my legs are
so shaky that I keep tripping on loose rocks. I cannot describe the pain: every step lands on
sharp, slimy stones, which either bite like teeth or slide from under me, or, in some cases, both.
My thighs protest each time I lift a leg; my whole body screams each time I put a foot down. Very
well: don’t listen. Feelings are for girls. My mind is full of thoughts of toughness: the sheer brute
willpower by which hostile mountains are sometimes tamed. Think of Simon Bolivar’s starving,
half-naked peasant army, stumbling blindly across the most lethal summits in the Andes. Think
of George Brass, hobbling through a blizzard with one shoe, not just to win the toughest
mountain race of the 1960s but to be its only finisher. Limp, whimper; limp, whimper. At least it’s
keeping me warm.Some time later – I cannot say how much later – I realise that I am on the right
path. Not the right part of it – I passed this narrow rock cleft hours ago – but on it, nonetheless. I
must have been in a vast circle, or perhaps a figure of eight. Never mind: at least now, if I double-
check with map and compass, I can fix my position with certainty. I do so; and, as if as a sign
from heaven, two shadows appear in the fog ahead. People, walking towards me, gradually
emerging as two red-faced men, tightly wrapped in sodden, flapping cagoules. Now I can treble-
check.‘Sorry, mate,’ shouts one, ‘can you tell us where we are?’I point them in what I imagine to
be the right direction, then resume my painful trot. I feel confident now. If I take my time, and
avoid any further navigational disasters, I’m now within two or three hours of my hot bath. (Two or
three hours? Holy Jesus.) But I’m not thinking about it any more. Hot baths are for babies. I am a
fell-runner. I am, if it comes to that, a big strong man again: big enough and strong enough to
have brought a glow of reassurance into the day of two panicking walkers. I am also in
possession of a map and, it now seems, a working compass. I am master of this mountain.And I
think of Joss Naylor, charging like a mad animal over peak after peak through the most atrocious
storm of 1972, in the middle of the night; and of Bill Teasdale, skipping through the hail and mist



of the 1953 Mountain Trial, while the official runners who deemed him unworthy to race against
them struggled and shivered miles behind; of Helene Diamantides leaving a trail of battered
paratroopers snivelling in her wake in the 1992 Dragon’s Back race; of Martin Stone screaming
defiance at Pen Llithrig-Y-Wrach, the final peak in his record-breaking Paddy Buckley Round of
1985; of Kenny Stuart flying up and down Ben Nevis in 1984, light-footed as a ballet-dancer; of
‘Dalzell’s race’ in 1910. All those miracles of human endeavour; all those heroes, lost in the hill-
mists of time. Great things are done when men and mountains meet; and, though not one Briton
in a hundred has any inkling that the great kings of their fells ever existed, the heroics of the
greatest are as glorious as anything in sport’s history.In some bizarre way, I can feel their spirit in
me now; and by the time I have begun the long, long descent towards the lake by which I have
left my car, there is adrenalin pumping through my body. THUMP-thump-THUMP-thump-
THUMP-thump. I am scarcely even limping. Sweat splashes from me as if the sun were blazing. I
shake the drops from my face with rhythmic tosses of the head, driving myself with the beat. I am
a boxer, pummelling a speedball, skipping, dancing. Keep the speed up, keep the reflexes
moving. Above all, keep on top. For the one immutable rule when men and mountains meet is
this: that either man or mountain must be in charge. They cannot both be master.By the time I
reach the bottom, half an hour later, the mountain has pretty much wrested back control. My
rhythmic jog has slowed again to an agonised shuffle, and the tosses of my head smack less of
aggression than of desperation. Never mind: I am down now, and have only to limp a few
hundred yards along the tarmac to reach the car. I will force myself to cover those yards at a jog,
and only when I have done so I will think about hot baths.I cover those yards at a walk. Thoughts
of hot baths sap my every slack-legged stride. Finally, I fumble my way into my car, collapse on
to the passenger seat, half-change into the dry clothes I have left there, close the door, and fall
asleep.This, I should add, is what I do for fun.2Scenes from a fell-running year: JanuaryNew
Year’s Day dawns damp and chill, as if the sky were hungover. Across the United Kingdom,
people go about their bank-holiday business according to the approved traditions of the twenty-
first century: tottering nauseously to pubs, slumping in front of screens, shopping, doing DIY. In
at least ten counties, however, small bands of hardy eccentrics – no more than two or three
hundred, all told – are marking the fresh year through more primitive rituals.In the south
Pennines, at Ogden Reservoir, thirty-one scantily clad runners race up and down the peaty
sides of Ovenden Moor to the Giant’s Tooth monument and back, a journey of 3 steep miles in
heavy drizzle. In east Cumbria, there are nearer sixty runners who brave rain, snow and icy
winds to contest the Nine Standards fell race: an 8-mile circuit of the mountains, or fells, above
Kirkby Stephen. In North Yorkshire, near Whitby, 157 people splash up slimy tracks to Captain
Cook’s monument and back; on Snowdon, more than forty runners struggle through cold winds
and swollen rivers for a 5-mile race from Pen-y-Pass; in Grampian, only twenty-four people
complete the Tap o’ Noth race; in Northumberland, fierce rain and snow add to the rigours of the
uphill-only Hill Forts and Headaches race at Rothbury; on the Isle of Man, the Rass Valley Keein
Eoin race is rerouted because of an impassably torrential river; in Shropshire, several



competitors in the Morning After race above Church Stretton show unmistakable signs of an
overenthusiastic night before.You could watch any one of these events and form much the same
impression: pale, hollow-faced runners, many in thermal hats and gloves, moving at a wide
range of speeds but all heading for the cold mountaintops with apparent indifference to the
gradient and the elements. If you had some experience of running or of mountains, you might be
impressed by the relentlessness with which they maintain their uphill momentum. You would
almost certainly be struck by the abandon of their subsequent downhill gallops: thundering down
the wet slopes like ponies, drips of sweat bouncing from them into the drizzle, a faint trail of
steam lingering in the air behind them. But your overall verdict, had you never seen such a sight
before, would be more likely to dwell on its strangeness than on its beauty. Most people, after all,
would consider themselves wildly adventurous and energetic if they so much as walked up a
mountain on New Year’s Day; the idea of running up one – or more than one – seems
preposterous. A fat man in the car park at Ogden Reservoir speaks for many when, glowering
from his car as the finished runners hastily half-change into warmer clothing, obstructing his exit,
he growls: ‘Bloody weirdos. Weirdos and masochists.’Yet to dismiss these people as freaks
would be a mistake. There are more of them than you might think: when the season gets going
they can be counted in thousands. And they are more normal than they seem. Look more closely
at some of the people involved in those New Year’s Day events, and in the dozen or so that
succeed them as January unfolds, and you’ll find a perfectly ordinary range of respectable
citizens, holding down a perfectly ordinary range of responsible jobs.Take a few examples. Tim
Austin, winner of the Giant’s Tooth race, is a twenty-seven-year-old chartered surveyor from
Sheffield. Wendy Dodds, fourth woman home in the Nine Standards, is a fifty-one-year-old
rheumatologist from Milnthorpe in Cumbria. Ian Holmes, winner of both the Boulsworth Hill race
in Lancashire and the Stanbury Splash in West Yorkshire (the former in deep snow and the latter
in a screaming gale), is a thirty-seven-year-old Jacuzzi fitter from Keighley. Mark Hartell, placed
third in the White Nancy fell race in Cheshire, is a thirty-nine-year-old IT project manager from
Leek in Staffordshire. Louise Sharp, first female finisher in the Howgill fell race near Tebay in
Cumbria, is a thirty-one-year-old junior-school teacher from Keswick. All look young for their age:
Austin crop-haired and muscular; Dodds handsome and severe; Holmes miniature and alert;
Hartell strong-jawed and restless; Sharp pretty and laid-back. But none would strike you as
strange if you met them. As Allan Greenwood, the forty-one-year-old printer who organises the
Giant’s Tooth race, puts it: ‘They’re just an easy-going bunch of people who love running and
love the hills.’Yet they are, to be fair to the man in the car park, not exactly standard-issue human
beings. Holmes, for example, is one of the most gifted athletes alive. A little, unassuming man
who subsists largely on baked beans on toast, he combines the aerobic gifts of an elite distance
runner with the hardiness of a polar explorer. In a decade or so at the top of his sport, he’s been
British fell-running champion four times and English fell-running champion four times. He holds
more than twenty records, and there’s not a major mountain race in Britain that he hasn’t won at
least once; in fact, there’s a growing number of races in West Yorkshire that he’s won ten years



on the trot. (In Borneo – where he won the famous Mount Kinabalu race three years running –
he’s a celebrity.) Lou Sharp, similarly, is – though she’s too modest to mention it – the reigning
British women’s fell-running champion. She only took up running seven years ago, when her
mountain-bike was stolen on holiday, and drifted into fell-running when she married a fell-runner;
now she has her eye on a place in the England team for the World Mountain Running Trophy.
She’s also captain of Keswick, Britain’s leading women’s fell-running team. Wendy Dodds is the
English over-50s champion; she’s also a former international swimmer and orienteer and British
Olympic team doctor, and knows Britain’s mountains as intimately as anyone alive. Mark Hartell
– who follows the White Nancy race with a 16-mile run back to his home – has run races of 100
miles or more in places as far afield as Alaska and the Sahara, and holds the prestigious Lake
District twenty-four-hour record for the most peaks run up and down in a single day. Tim Austin
came to the sport less than four years ago and is already pushing for a place in the England
team.Over the next twelve months, their talent and passion will take these people all over the
mountainous parts of Britain, on a largely informal circuit that encompasses some of the most
beautiful and romantic sporting events imaginable. Some of these will relate to the quest for
titles; other races they’ll be running simply because they’re there. In the process, they’ll rub
shoulders both with championship rivals (perhaps a couple of dozen serious contenders for the
men’s title and a few hundred more who are vying to be champions in other categories –
women’s, Over-40s, Over-50s, etc); and with several thousand others who have quite different
agendas.Some of this last group will aspire merely to perform well in certain local events; others
are concentrating on some recognised big race, such as the Three Peaks in April or the Ben
Nevis in September. A few have their eyes on one of the great ultra-distance solo challenges.
Most – including me – don’t really have any plans at all, beyond trying to run a good range of
races, preferably without coming last, and to have some fun in the process. We run in the
mountains in the same way that ordinary people play football or tennis: for pleasure and
companionship – and simply because it is what we do. But we’re still committed, like the
champions, to hundreds of miles of reckless mountain endeavour.For all the average British
sports fan knows about such activities, they might as well take place on a different planet. It’s a
fair bet that not one fell race from the coming season will rate a column inch on the sports pages
of the national newspapers. Which is a pity, because, between them, the sport’s champions and
also-rans know some things that are well worth knowing: about sport, about themselves, and
about Britain.3The basicsTHERE IS NOTHING OBVIOUSLY COMPLICATED ABOUT FELL-
RUNNING. You run up the fell; you run down again. Sometimes, by way of variation, you then run
up and down another – perhaps many others. That’s about all there is to it.Apart from the
complications.Try it for yourself and you can’t miss them. The surface, for a start, is wrong.
What’s normally meant by ‘running’ is rarely done on anything bumpier than a pavement or
running track, or, at worst, mown grass. Your feet do the running and your mind focuses on other
things. The fell-runner has to contend with mud, boulders, pebbles, loose scree, wet grass, bog,
slabs of greasy rock, bumps, holes, loose tussocks, streams and more, much of it concealed by



heather or bracken (or, in extreme cases, darkness). With every step, your foot lands at a
different angle, which is rarely the kind of angle nature intended. Every footfall – if you’re not
concentrating on it – can potentially lead to a sprain, fracture or fall. And even without mishaps,
the incessant sliding-about within your shoes will almost certainly lacerate you with blisters.Then
there’s the slope. Again, normal running is generally done on the flat. Road-runners moan if
they’re confronted with a few hundred metres of mild uphill gradient. Most other people never run
uphill at all (with good reason: it’s difficult). Fell-runners face steep climbs that continue for miles
at a time, climbing hundreds or sometimes thousands of feet, at gradients that many people
would hesitate to walk up. This isn’t quite as hard as it sounds, once you’ve done it a few times
and worked out how to change down to a sufficiently low gear. But it is hard to keep going; and
the further – or faster – you go, the harder it gets. Sooner or later, your calves run out of fuel, after
which every step burns with pain, each one more fiercely than the last.And then, of course,
there’s what you find at the top: rocks, grass, the odd sheep; and, most importantly, the weather.
Other athletes give little thought to weather, unless they’re the kind who see rain as a reason for
cancelling their activities altogether. Fell-runners spend half their time being lashed by the
peculiarly icy varieties of wind and rain that blow at the top of mountains, and, worse, being
engulfed in cloud. I say ‘worse’ because, while no one likes being cold or wet, such experiences
are usually tolerable if brought to a swift conclusion. Get lost – as easily happens when visibility
is severely reduced in a featureless wasteland of rocks, grass and sheep – and you could be
looking at hours of unplanned coldness and wetness, exacerbated by exhaustion. Such hazards
are remote to those whose sporting exertions are performed in stadia, gyms, courts or playing
fields (or, for that matter, in memory or imagination). But for fell-runners they are real and
potentially fatal; as is, of course, the risk that the lost, disoriented, hypothermic runner will plunge
off an unseen cliff.But even that isn’t the worst of it. In fact, it’s the good bit. The main trouble with
fell-running lies in the fact that, having run up a mountainside, you have to run down. This is
where the pain starts.The problem is gravity. Going up, it’s a brake; going down, an accelerator.
Yes, but isn’t acceleration what runners want? In a sense, it is. Tommy Metcalfe, a famous fell-
runner of the early 1900s, in later life ran a pub in Bradford, where he would occasionally boost
his income by betting customers that he could sprint 100 yards in ten seconds – an improbable
feat for a middle-aged man, but one that he accomplished with ease by performing it down the
steep side of a slag heap.With enough gravity on my side, even I, a moderate, recreational
runner in my mid-forties, can run faster than Linford Christie. On the whole, though, I’d rather not.
Even on the smoothest surface (try it on a steep road), it takes intense concentration to run at
such a speed without getting your feet tangled up; on a bumpy, slippery fellside, foot-tangling is
the least of your worries – every stone is a potential leg-breaker.But the real hazard is not the
treachery of the surface so much as the fact that, on a long, steep hill, your speed and
momentum grow almost instantaneously to unmanageable levels. I wouldn’t mind risking the
occasional mad downhill dash at Olympic sprinting speed if there were any assurance that
having reached that speed – about 22 miles per hour – I could then stop accelerating. On a big



hill, you can’t. Even if you’re not making any effort at all to run fast, gravity keeps on sucking you
down, inexorably, faster and faster, until – well, the ground’s the limit, really. I don’t suppose a fell-
runner’s terminal velocity is anything like the 160 miles per hour a human body can achieve in
freefall, but I see no theoretical reason why a totally committed runner with no sense of self-
preservation at all shouldn’t reach, say, 60 miles per hour on a really steep, long, flat-out,
downhill sprint.Except, of course, that it would be suicidal to do so.So: you slow down – only to
find that that, too, is harder than it sounds. As anyone who has ever walked down a mountain
knows, coming downhill in a controlled way places a dreadful strain on your thighs and, if you’re
heavily laden, your knees and ankles. Running downhill in a controlled way has a similar effect,
except that the added momentum doubles or trebles the impact. Doing so on a treacherous
surface doubles or trebles the risk that something will snap under the strain – at which point a
violent fall will almost certainly multiply your injuries.In one sense, the more cautiously you run,
the greater your risk of injury, because in attempting to bring your weight under control you are
putting greater pressure both on your tendons and on the loose ground that your feet are trying
to grip; whereas while you are accelerating – and thus pushing with your momentum rather than
against it – the impact of any individual step is relatively slight. The trouble is that while you are
accelerating you are multiplying the forces that you will ultimately have to bring under
control.Essentially, then – despite the paradox that you seem to increase your risk of injury both
by running more cautiously and by running less cautiously – the choice facing every fell-runner is
a simple one: which do I value more – safety or speed? Or, to put it more simply still: how fast do
I dare go?For many, the answer is: very fast indeed.Go to Grasmere for the Lake District’s most
famous summer sports show, and if you watch the Senior Guides Race (as the main fell race is
known) from the end of the field furthest from the mountain, you’ll probably assume that the
fellside is smooth and springy and soft, for the runners come down it as freely as children
rushing across a gently sloping playground. Go a bit closer – or, better, actually walk up the hill
yourself – and you’ll see the slope for what it is: a wildly uneven slice of raw mountain, on which
boulders, stones, crevasses, lumps, holes and wet turf are largely concealed by knee-high
bracken – except towards the top, where the greenery gives way to bare rock and scree that
most people would fear to negotiate without using hands as well as feet. A normal walker would
walk down this hill with extreme caution. The runners all but fly down it.‘When you turn at the top,
disengage the brain,’ is one former champion’s tip. ‘Brakes off, brain off,’ says another. ‘Just run it
flat out,’ advises a third, ‘and the feet take care of themselves.’ It’s a lot easier to say than to do,
but that doesn’t mean that some people don’t do it. Fell-running lore is full of tales of crazy,
reckless descents, in which the boundaries between running, leaping and plummeting all but
disappear. One early twentieth-century report speaks of a runner in the Grasmere Guides Race
forging ahead, ‘with great leaps, throwing himself through the air, crashing down the bracken
and heather, skimming over rocks’. Disasters are frequent, though not invariably catastrophic.
Tommy Garside fell three times in the Grasmere Guides Race in 1968, but still won (though he
collapsed at the line). Reg Harrison famously fell six times while winning the same race in 1962;



a report at the time described him as ‘shaken but not stirred’. But to say that it isn’t dangerous is
to miss the point. It is. It just doesn’t necessarily kill you.Tommy Sedgwick, the great fell-running
champion of the 1970s whose victories were invariably achieved by descending more recklessly
than his rivals, once told me proudly that he ‘didn’t finish many seasons’ – he was always injured.
His most spectacular prang was at Grasmere in 1967, when he fell down a well. Among other
injuries, he burst a blood vessel in his right thigh, which has never entirely regained its natural
shape. He sprained his ankles so often they ended up twice as thick as those of a normal man.
But that didn’t stop him winning the British Hill Running Championship – on the notoriously steep
course at Alva in Scotland – twelve times in a row. On the twelfth occasion, he ‘tripped and rolled
from halfway down to virtually the bottom’. His wife ‘was still pulling black bits of gorse out of my
shoulder in October, and Alva was in July’. But he still won. And, though the state of his knees
leaves something to be desired, he still leads a fit and hearty life as a farmer in his fifties.Trawl
the libraries of the north for reports of fell races past and you’ll find any number of accounts of
descents celebrated for their recklessness: runners leaping rather than running, or falling, rolling
and righting themselves, or simply propelling themselves with such abandon that they might
reasonably have been described as flying.Here’s the great Bill Teasdale in full downhill flight in
the Craven Herald in 1953, ‘bounding and springing over knee-deep heather, huge boulders and
high walls . . .’. Here’s W. C. Skelton’s 1921 description of the Three Gullies Race at Coniston,
with runners ‘leaping over precipitous crags on to beds of bracken’. Skelton enthuses particularly
about ‘a thrilling leap down Coniston fell – something like 16 feet sheer drop taken at top
speed . . .’. Here’s Canon Rawnsley’s report of R. Lancaster’s winning Grasmere run in 1887:
‘The way in which he throws himself rather than leaps down, his hands above his head as he
steadies himself in the downward plunge, fairly startles one . . .’. Here’s Gurkha Karkabir Tharpa,
descending Glamaig in 1899: ‘He came down,’ according to his superior officer, ‘in a series of
jumps, and each time his foot landed he slid for some distance as the scree moved under him.’
Here’s Sir Percy Hope, master of Blencathra Foxhounds, on the descending technique of the
great Ernest Dalzell: ‘To see him take a flying leap over a stone wall and roll over in the bracken
to his feet on the other side was unforgettable.’ And here’s John Atkinson, champion guides-
racer of the late 1980s and early 1990s, on a moment in the Hawkswick Dash when, leaping
from the steep summit, he found himself doing a somersault in mid-air: ‘I somehow landed back
on my feet without any other part of my body hitting the ground. All of this was totally
unintentional and frightened the life out of me.’To say that such strategies constituted the best
way of running down a mountainside is debatable, but they were certainly the fastest. It was
Dalzell, an Ormathwaite gamekeeper, who in 1910 won the Burnsall race, in North Yorkshire,
with a descent so spectacular and swift that the race starter, the local vicar, refused to accept
the verdict of the official time-keeper’s watch, insisting (and reporting in his parish magazine)
that Dalzell’s winning time was a whole minute slower than had been recorded. Most others
present disagreed, and the record – and the controversy – stood for the next sixty-seven years.
Even today, a few old people survive who claim that they, or someone they knew, actually



watched ‘Dalzell’s race’, in the same way that others will tell you that they saw ‘Obolensky’s try’
or ‘Botham at Headingley’. According to my calculations, Dalzell must have run the downhill
section – a distance of nine-tenths of a mile, over grass, heather, mud, rock, bracken and loose
stones – at an average speed of 21 miles per hour. That’s equivalent to a 10.65-second 100
metres.‘It is impossible to describe the terrific pace with which Dalzell flung himself down the
slope,’ reported the Craven Herald of that race. ‘Dalzell’s descent was hair-raising in the
extreme,’ wrote H. Mortimer Batten, who witnessed it, in a subsequent race programme. ‘Never
would one have credited that legs other than those of a deer could perform the terrific leaps and
bounds over hollows and boulders which carried Dalzell to victory.’‘It was something inhuman,’
an anonymous observer was quoted as saying, ‘for the man stayed in the air longer than nature
intended.’ ‘He was not running merely, or leaping, or sliding over the treacherous ground,’ wrote
Halliwell Sutcliffe, a local author. ‘He was doing all three at once, in some astounding way, and
his gait suggested the antelope’s, slim, carefree – swift as the footless wind.’Described like this,
it sounds like Formula One. And, indeed, when you consider the demands that the sport makes
on strength, stamina, speed and nerve, together with the constant risk of catastrophic injury, it’s
curious that fell-running has never shown signs of evolving into a multimillion-pound sport with a
global audience and sponsorship from tobacco companies. In fact, hardly anyone outside the
fell-running counties has heard of the sport, let alone its stars. There’s more money in bowls.The
reason is simple: fell-running is inconvenient to watch. Even for the dedicated hundreds who turn
up to fell races to spectate (and most modern sports fans would consider even that an act of ill-
advised hardiness), there isn’t often much to look at. Yes, the action is incomparably more
exciting than running around in circles on a flat track, but most of it takes place out of sight, high
in the crags – and clouds – above. Energetic spectators can find vantage points further up than
the road-level start and finish, but there’s no guarantee that they’ll choose the right bit of the
mountainside to see the most thrilling moments. This is particularly true of the longer-distance
events, some of which carry on all day (or, in a few cases, longer).The same inconveniences –
coupled with the impossibility of conveying the scale of the mountains, the difficulty of the
ground and the violence of the runners’ movements in the same shot – limit the capacity of
photographers and television cameramen to capture the drama of the sport, especially in an age
in which armchair sports audiences expect multiple camera angles, facial expressions, close-
ups, replays, overviews. (You could throw helicopters at the problem; but the cost is enormous,
and the resulting noise rather spoils the wild, idyllic environment that is part of the sport’s
charm.) And if a sport cannot be experienced through television, it’s hard for the modern mind to
comprehend it at all.Yet fell-running deserves comprehension. If greatness in sport is defined by
drama, courage and sheer athletic excellence, I see no objective reason why Dalzell’s 1910
Burnsall race, or Kenny Stuart’s 1984 Ben Nevis race, or George Brass’s 1962 Mountain Trial, or
Joss Naylor’s 1986 Wainwrights round, or Mark Hartell’s 1997 Lakeland twenty-four-hour record
(all of which we’ll return to later) should be considered less outstanding or sublime than the
better-documented exploits of Botham, Bannister and Beckham. But whereas the latter have a



permanent place in folk memory, the supreme achievements of fell-running have left scarcely a
trace on the nation’s consciousness. And although Ian Holmes, for one, has an infinitely better
claim to sporting immortality than most of today’s super-rich British Olympians, neither his name
nor his face has the slightest resonance beyond the boundaries of his minority sport.Perhaps
that is what drew me into the sport, and what spurs me now to write about it. The heroes of fell-
running have not been men – or women – prone to bragging; without a historian, there will soon
be no more trace of their achievements than of the mists in which they were performed.In fact,
there are records in various libraries, if you know what to look for, and a few useful volumes in
second-hand bookshops (although you’ll be lucky to track down a copy of Stud Marks on the
Summits, Bill Smith’s magnificent 1985 history of amateur fell-running, from which much of my
historical information is drawn). But most of these are written for those inside the sport, with a
reliance on stark statistics (‘He reached the summit in a time of 3:21.35, with 8.38 to spare over
the next arrival’) which means little to those not already in the know.What I want to find out about
– and, if possible, to preserve – are the stories behind these statistics. Who were these people?
What kind of lives did they lead? What did the mountains mean to them? Where did they find the
strength to master them? And what drives their modern successors to attempt to emulate them?
My quest for answers to these questions has been more successful in some cases than in
others. But, in the course of it, I have encountered an overwhelming consensus about the
answer to another, simpler question: what makes a good fell-runner?Answer: you need four
things. A good heart and lungs. A light frame, preferably well under 10 stone, with no excess fat.
The kind of sure-footedness that comes from lifelong familiarity with the hills. And a disregard for
pain and danger that verges on lunacy.As a 13-stone Southerner with weak ankles who spent
the best years of his life smoking and is terrified of heights, I’m a less-than-perfect fit for this
profile.I wish someone had told me that fifteen years ago.4Scenes from a fell-running year:
FebruaryWendy Dodds (the Milnthorpe rheumatologist) spends February ‘resting’ a freak foot
injury; that is, restricting her training to gym, bicycle and swimming pool. A few days after the
Nine Standards race, she landed awkwardly when jumping a ditch on a training run and
completely ruptured the plantar fascia in her right foot – the major tendon that runs along the
bottom. It will never heal: she’ll be lucky to walk normally again. She’s back at work the next day
(‘I’d have to be dead to miss a day’s work’) and plans to be racing again within three months. But
she’s not, for the time being, running.Lou Sharp (the Keswick teacher) has her first ‘real’ fell race
of the season in Midlothian, where 460 runners, including many of the travelling elite, contest the
6-mile Carnethy 5 Hill Race under a brilliant blue sky. The race commemorates the Scottish
victory over the English in the Battle of Roslin in 1303: hence the battle re-enactment before the
start, and the fact that several competitors – including the ladies’ winner, Angela Mudge – wear
kilts or similar battledress.Lou, who comes second, has an impressively relaxed running style,
suggestive less of speed than of strength and confidence. She is, however, at pains to point out
that Mudge, a multiple former champion, is a far better runner than she is. ‘I only won the title last
year because Angela was too busy competing abroad to run in the championship races. I’m not



exactly up there with the real elite.’ We can judge the accuracy of that statement for ourselves
as, from time to time in the course of this book, we follow Lou’s fortunes – and those of various
other runners, including her husband Nick – through the course of a fell-running season.The
crucial thing to remember, when reading these occasional monthly snapshots, is that the races
described are not simply athletic contests: they are events involving mountains – steep, cold,
dangerous things on which it isn’t sensible to race. This is well demonstrated in South Yorkshire,
where Tim Austin (the Sheffield surveyor) wins the 12.5-mile Mickleden Straddle in a vicious
blizzard that causes seventeen mid-race retirements and at least two cases of hypothermia. One
of the victims is saved by a heroic marshal on Howden Clough who first lends him her gloves
and coat, then procures him a survival bag from a passing cyclist and then, for his benefit and
hers, gets into the bag with him. Two other passers-by are then persuaded to take it in turns to
wrap their arms around the bag until help arrives. Afterwards, there’s a brief panic when one
runner is still unaccounted for nearly two hours after the finish. A major rescue operation is about
to be launched; then she is found in the shower. She retired from the race hours ago but
neglected to inform the organisers.Elsewhere, Ian Holmes (the Keighley Jacuzzi-fitter) claims his
third victory of the year on Haworth Moor, West Yorkshire, beating more than 330 rivals to win
‘John’s Race’ – a new event commemorating the late John Taylor. John was a popular and
hugely talented young international runner who died suddenly from hypertrophic
cardiomyopathy the previous autumn at the age of thirty-three and is still sadly missed. Holmes’s
victory is somehow reassuring – he’s won more than fifty races on Haworth Moor in the past
decade. The event raises £2,700 for the John Taylor Foundation for Young Athletes Trust.Mark
Hartell (the Staffordshire IT project manager) fails narrowly to win the High Peak Marathon, a
notoriously hard event centred on Edale in Derbyshire. Unlike a conventional marathon, which is
a mere 26.2 miles (usually on the flat), this one continues for 42 unmarked miles, over some of
the roughest, steepest and boggiest terrain in England. It’s also run at night. Hartell is better
equipped than most to deal with such rigours: most of the clutch of records he holds have been
set in events that involve running all night as well as all day. Nonetheless, his four-man team
comes only second out of twenty-eight, in a time of just over ten-and-a-half hours.Finally, there is
some spectacular action down in Shropshire, where two classic events – the 2.5-mile Titterstone
Clee and the 10.5-mile Long Mynd Valleys – take place on a single weekend. Most people
associate Shropshire with hills rather than fells. But, as countless top-level northern fell-runners
have learnt to their cost, the grassy slopes around Church Stretton are as cruel as any in
Britain.‘This one’s a bastard,’ a grim-looking man in a yellow Mercia Fellrunners vest tells me as I
line up on the rabbit-trimmed grass of Carding Mill Valley for the start of the Long Mynd. ‘I’ve
done everything in fell-running – Snowdon, the Three Peaks, Ben Nevis, the Bob Graham, the
Karrimor. And I tell you, none of them’s as hard as this.’ It’s not immediately obvious why. The first
5 or 6 miles are more like cross-country than fell: a round, rolling course over turf and heather,
with larks singing in a wide, empty sky and, later on, streams glittering in idyllic valleys, with little
oak trees clinging to the hillsides in groves. Then, insidiously, the killer slopes begin: nothing too



spectacular at first, and never more than a few hundred feet at a time, but all ludicrously steep.
Going up, you can pull on the turf with your hands without even leaning forward; going down, you
need all your strength – on every step – to stop yourself sliding flat on your back. Bit by bit, the
stuffing is knocked out of us, until even the smallest climb seems like a monstrous peak. Finally,
after more than two hours, we reach what I take to be the final slope. The people in front of me
are swaying and staggering like delirious desert explorers – and no matter how hard I push I
can’t gain on them. Down the other side, our legs are so jellied that we descend in wild,
involuntary zigzags. And then, just as we are ready to collapse at the finishing line, we realise
that there is yet another vicious climb to go. Tim Davies, generally reckoned to be the best fell-
runner in Wales, has long since finished by then; his winning time – 1 hour 26 minutes 36
seconds – is the second-fastest ever for the 10.5-mile course. Tim Austin comes seventh, after
challenging for the lead at one point but then getting lost. I finally lurch across the finishing line
about forty minutes later – in something like eighty-eighth position out of 130 – and it’s all I can
do to crawl a few yards out of the way before collapsing into a moaning heap. No one remarks on
this. There are moaning heaps all around me.Half an hour later, I’m back in the car park trying to
get my tracksuit on. I’ve stiffened up severely, and it’s a struggle to bend my leg enough to get it
through the relevant hole. A skeletal young man in Mercia Fellrunners colours is having a similar
problem in a car nearby. We commiserate with one another. Then, hearing my Home Counties
accent, he says: ‘If you think that was hard, you should try some proper fell-running. There’s a lot
tougher things you can do than that.’I’m tempted to tell him that it’s less than three hours since
his clubmate told me the opposite. Instead, I just say: ‘I know.’Because I do know.5A long day’s
journey into follyIT BEGAN FOR ME ON A GREY, BLOOD-CHILLING SATURDAY – the kind of
day with which, oddly, many a love affair between man and mountain has begun.I can feel it now.
About 9 a.m., still punch-drunk from a six-hour drive up from London the night before, the car
scattered with empty crisp packets and inexplicably purchased cassettes. Above us: Steel Fell,
dank and precipitous, weighed down by rolls of battleship-grey cloud. Behind, the brutal howling
of the A591. In the air, a faint whiff of wet exhaust, giving way, as we started up the slope, to the
fresher, wilder scent of damp, cold mountain.There were four of us, all middle-class
Southerners. Gawain, a super-fit London stockbroker and one of my oldest friends; Charlie, a
Manchester-based museum curator; Matt, a skeletal marathon-runner I’d not met before, who
did something financial that I couldn’t quite understand; and me. Yomping yuppies, you would
have called us; ignorant intruders, even (if you were of a certain cast of mind), because our
collective experience of fell-running’s heritage was minimal. But at least three of us were serious
athletes. Gawain had won many prizes for boxing and karate; Matt had a marathon best of two
hours something; and Charlie, despite a thickening waistline, had not long ago been a
distinguished amateur jockey.As for me: I must (like them) have been in my early thirties. Just
married, not yet a father, working in London as deputy editor of the Observer magazine, and with
fewer pretentions to athletic excellence than at any previous point in my adult life. Some relevant
details of that life: at fourteen, after showing flashes of spectacular promise as a schoolboy



cross-country runner, I discovered smoking, drinking, gambling and girls. At twenty-three, feeling
the premature onset of middle age, I resumed running – informally, on London parks and
pavements – and for the rest of my twenties fitness vied with my other addictions for a share of
my then-plentiful time and energy. Around thirty, I cleaned up my act properly, only for my
ungrateful body to break down in protest. Nothing dramatic: just a year or so of continual flu,
colds, coughs and overwhelming exhaustion. Whether it was ME or post-viral fatigue or
something else was something no one – least of all my doctor – could say; but the irrefutable fact
was that whenever I tried to shrug it off and start running again, the illness returned like a bout of
malaria. I eventually put it down to my endless gulping in of great lungfuls of polluted urban air, at
which point I decided to forget the whole idea of running. Instead, I began to get my exercise
from regular long weekend walks in the countryside – an enthusiasm I shared with, among other
friends, my future wife, Clare. Some time after that, perhaps eighteen months after my first
illness, I found myself able to try occasional, gentle jogs. A month or two later, Gawain asked me
to try my luck on the fells.On the day of my first fell run, therefore, I was in a condition that could
be described as, at best, good general fitness. I’d agreed to come along because Gawain had
told me that on this occasion there would be almost as much fast walking as running, especially
on the steep uphills, and that seemed to fit into the target range of fitness that I had now set
myself: that is, general hardiness rather than spectacular athletic excellence.Any doubts I felt
were intensified by the wet breeze that made my bones ache as we strode up Steel Fell. God, it
felt steep – steep and slippery. God, I felt cold – cold and weak. And the higher we got, the
bleaker it all seemed.Yet the odd thing was that, although I was puffing a bit, I seemed to be
progressing faster than the others. Charlie and Gawain, who had done it before, were plodding
leadenly, without any spring in their steps. ‘Take your time,’ said Charlie more than once. ‘We’ll be
doing this all day.’ But by the time we had crossed Steel Fell and begun to run across the grassy,
undulating track towards Calf Crag, it seemed impossible to go any slower. This was ridiculously
easy and enjoyable: not too much up, not too much down, the turf soft and springy but firm
enough for my newly purchased rubber studs to grip on. I was flying, holding myself back only by
conscious thought. I had no idea where I was going, but the clouds seemed to be rising, and
Charlie and Gawain were navigating confidently. Before long Calf Crag was behind us, and we
had begun the long, slow trudge – over ever steeper, boggier turf – up to High Raise.We passed
the time chatting about the purpose of our visit: Charlie and Gawain’s preparations for the Bob
Graham round. This is one of the great fell-running challenges: a 72-mile course, over a
particular sequence of forty-two Lake District peaks, with 27,000 feet of ascent and descent,
which runners aim to complete within twenty-four hours. It’s not a race: the challenge is simply to
do it. Charlie and Gawain had been training for it for months and were proposing to attempt it a
few weeks later, around midsummer’s day, on a weekend chosen for its full moon. Matt and I had
been recruited as support runners. The idea is that the runner does the complete round, while
various supporters take it in turns to accompany him, carrying supplies, helping with navigation
and witnessing that each peak is indeed reached.The course starts and finishes at the Moot Hall



in Keswick, and, with four road-crossing points, divides naturally into five sections. Our route
today was the big central section, from Dunmail Raise to Wasdale Head, covering about 18
miles and fifteen peaks, including Scafell Pike. Runners doing the whole course aim to complete
this section in five hours and thirty-eight minutes. But, warned Charlie, it could easily take a lot
longer.I remember looking at my watch at this stage and noting (a) that we had been going for
about an hour-and-a-quarter, and (b) that we still seemed to be going up the same broad,
featureless slope we had been going up half an hour earlier. Simultaneously, I noticed that my
legs were losing some of their bounce. Somewhere ahead, Charlie insisted, was the summit of
High Raise, though it was hard to believe that an expanse so curved and dumpy could have
anything so angular as a summit. Ages later, we reached it: a miserable concrete pillar in the
middle of nowhere. (On a clear day, the views here would be spectacular, but today there was
only turf and cloud.)The story of the next two hours was, in essence, the same as the story of
any difficult run. The first aches of apprehension; the debilitating sense of punctured morale – of
‘Do I not like this?’; the gritting of the teeth; the digging-in; the desperate plodding-on. What
made this different was that, come the end of those two hours, we still had about three hours –
and 7 miles – to go.I’m not, generally, a great one for giving up, but my recent experiences of
illness had made me less keen than usual to push myself beyond my limits. I began to toy with
the idea of chucking it in. A moment’s contemplation revealed the idea’s flaws. We were, by now,
three-quarters of the way up Bowfell – a particularly long, steep ascent on what is arguably a
path and arguably just a random arrangement of loose rocks and heather. I seemed to be
stumbling every two or three steps, and every time I looked up I had lost ground to the others.
Nothing would have pleased me more than to call it a day. But if I did, what next? A huge bank of
cloud was descending as fast as we ascended, and I had little idea of where we were – I had
long since given up looking at the map, conserving my energy for following grimly in the others’
footsteps. Yet it was obvious even to me that the nearest bus, taxi or hot bath must be many
miles away; and that the only way to get to any of these must be on foot. Which didn’t really
sound much like giving up.On I staggered, therefore, because there was no alternative: up on to
the rocky plateau – the highest in England – that connects Bowfell to Scafell Pike via Esk Pike,
Great End, Ill Crag and Broad Crag. Nearly every step had become a stumble, and the ground
was now so uneven that running – as opposed to hobbling – was all but impossible. I hobbled
heroically, upping my pace to a trot on the occasional stretch of relatively empty grass. At some
point, Charlie gave me a fun-sized Mars bar (‘It would be a lot more fun,’ he observed, ‘if it was
three times the size’) and a little life returned to my legs as the glucose flowed into my
blood.Then, better still, Charlie sprained his ankle. This is an occupational hazard for fell-
runners, and I was disappointed to find that no one considered it serious enough to warrant
calling the whole thing off. But a certain amount of first aid was deemed necessary, and every
second of fiddling with shoes and bandages was a heavenly relief.Thereafter, Charlie’s limp
helped slow the rest of the party down to something nearer my pace; but an unprejudiced
observer would probably have concluded that I was the one with the injury, for I was by now not



so much stumbling as lurching. There was no point seeking sympathy. We all knew what the
matter was, and the only available solution – to this and to any other problem – was to keep
going.Somehow I made it through the ever rockier moonscape, the general heaviness of my legs
giving way in my consciousness to specific, burning pains: in my ankles, in the soles of my feet,
in my knees – until eventually uniform burning pain suffused both legs in their entirety.I hobbled
on and up to Scafell Pike, then down to Mickeldore, where all that remained – all! – was to cross
over to the Pike’s semi-detached cousin, Scafell, via the short climb known as Broad Stand, and
then begin the long downhill run to Wasdale.I was unaware of it at the time, but this is one of the
great route dilemmas of the British fells. Alfred Wainwright describes it best, in volume four of his
Pictorial Guide to the Lakeland Fells: ‘Obstacles met on other ridges can be overcome or easily
bypassed; not so Broad Stand. It is an infuriating place, making a man angry with himself for his
inability to climb the 30 feet of rock that bar his way to the simple rising slope beyond. From a
distance it looks nothing; close at hand it still looks not much to worry about; but with the first
platform underfoot, while still not seeming impossible, the awkward movement to the left, plus an
uneasy sense of worse hazards above and as yet unseen, influences sensible walkers to retreat
from the scene and gain access to Scafell’s top by using one or other of the two orthodox
pedestrian routes . . . each of which entails a long detour and, unfortunately, a considerable
descent . . . . Mere pedestrians . . . should return . . . resolving, as is customary, to do the climb
next time. The author first made this resolve in 1930 and has repeated it a score of times since
then; his continuing disappointment is amply compensated by the pleasure of going on living.’In
years to come, the bitterness of this dilemma would return to torment me many times, but for
now I was too done-in to be very conscious either of my hopeless terror of heights or of the fact
that this was a place where such terror might reasonably be expected to kick in. By the time I
had realised what was going on, and that somewhere in Wainwright’s ‘30 feet of rock’ is a point
where, for the length of a single swing from one grip to another, you are exposed to a 1,000-foot
drop, I had already been coaxed halfway through the dangerous bit and had no choice but to
keep going, comforting myself with the semi-security of a rope – left there by who knows whom?
– clasped loosely in one hand. Ten minutes later I was on the ‘simple rising slope above’,
shivering with fear, exhaustion and cold as I crouched pathetically towards the rocks in front as if
to protect myself from the great void of sky behind me.From here on the route was simple.
Straight on across the gradually flattening top to the summit, then back and down on the other
side, and on down until the very bottom. Six hours earlier, I would have regarded such a
prospect with relish. But I had now understood the nature of fell-running enough to realise that a
long, long downhill stretch might not be quite the unmitigated relief it sounded.I was right. The
others stretched out and soon left me far behind, although Charlie hung back until we had
reached and returned from the summit of Scafell, so that he could show me the beginning of the
downward path. Then he too flung himself down it, limp notwithstanding, and a couple of
minutes later was just a scurrying midget far below. I hobbled feebly after – and was brought to a
halt within seconds by pains shooting from my feet, ankles and knees. This was the steepest



descent we had tried yet, on a path of loose stones and sharp boulders. Every normal instinct
dictated keeping one’s momentum under control. But to do so made every step torture.I tried
walking. Ten minutes later, I had made no perceptible progress towards the first brow – which I
took to be the beginning of the bottom of the hill – and my legs were turning to water. I tried
running again, and the stabs of pain made me cry out. More worryingly, my legs were so wobbly
that they had taken on a life of their own. Every few minutes I’d fall over; the effect was often
quite painful, but at least it was a relief from the alternate miseries of walking and running.
Somehow I kept going and, after about half an hour, reached the longed-for brow. Wasdale
valley came into view, unimaginably far below. The descent so far, I realised, had effectively all
been summit – the bit where, if you were looking at the mountain from the far side of the valley,
you would see the steep sides levelling off towards the top. Now the real descent began:
thousands of feet of it, on slippery grass and treacherous scree, all so steep that a single step
crucified the knees – and so long that one could spend the rest of the day hobbling downwards
and still not reach the bottom.Even now, more than a decade later, I remember the bitterness of
my disappointment. Someone – fate – had betrayed me. I gave up.Then, after five minutes of
exquisite relaxation, I remembered the drawbacks of giving up and hauled myself back to my
feet. And then . . . well, it would take a whole book to do justice to the next hour. I remember
sliding large stretches on my bottom, and wriggling, hobbling, even crawling. From time to time I
would walk or run for a few minutes, but my legs always gave out before I had made any
noticeable impact on the remaining distance.At some point, somehow, I must have reached the
bottom. Trying not to whimper, I hobbled the last 100 metres or so to the campsite and car park.
Charlie, Clare and Charlie’s wife Lulu were waiting anxiously. I hobbled straight past them to be
sick behind a red Volvo.Then the real joy began. An hour or so in a warm car back to our bed-
and-breakfast in Keswick, half dozing, half savouring the bliss of having no more mountainsides
to negotiate. Half an hour in a hot bath. Half an hour dozing on a soft bed. And then – after a
brief, painful interlude involving getting dressed, hobbling down the stairs and limping 50 yards
along the pavement – the climactic ecstasy of settling down in an empty pub with a pint of bitter
and a packet of crisps.Gawain and Matt were still on the fells, doing a further nine peaks on the
section from Wasdale to Honister Pass. Clare and Lulu had kindly volunteered to fetch them
afterwards, at the end of an excursion of their own. That left Charlie and me with an hour or more
to luxuriate in what is arguably the greatest of all the joys of fell-running: the fact that, every now
and then, it is over.You can enthuse all you like about the Lake District’s fresh air, its awe-
inspiring views, its wildness. But I doubt that any of these things is ever really so uplifting to a
man’s spirits as the smell of a fresh Keswick pub at opening time: that curious shandy-like scent
in the air, with the evening sun gleaming off polished tables – and the warm restorative flush as
the first sip of beer rushes through the veins of the exhausted, dehydrated fell-runner.
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nerdmom, “Brilliant. Richard Askwith is a self conscious southern fell runner, making inroads into
the mountain running communities in Cumbria, Yorkshire and Scotland. The book is about three
things: the yearly racing calendar, history, politics and the current runners; Notable runners of
the past and woven throughout the book are his attempts to run the Bob Graham round, and
other personal feats of endurance. He interviews many of the big names and assimilates into a
Cumbrian running community.His observation of the world and the community he surrounded
himself in is very sensitive. In one section he wrote about Wasdale Head: “It’s hard to imagine –
or, at least, I find it so – that, scarcely twenty-five years ago, a part of England can have been so
cut off from the comforts of modern life. Not that being without electricity necessarily implies
hardship; but for those of us who have never known a world without electric lights and television
and Hoovers and fridges, it’s a useful reminder that life in the late twentieth century Britain came
in more than one from – and that the lives with the fewest mod cons were not necessarily the
most impoverished.”I came away from the book wanting more. I was sad to put it down, so I
laced up my running shoes and went for a run.”

Edith, “Great read for Ultra runners.. I bought this book for my husband who is an Ultra runner,
but I've started reading it myself too. Being a British publisher, I hadnt seen this title before but
I'm glad it popped up as a reccommended read.We've enjoyed the book very much, especially
the way the writer puts you into the experience with vivid details and a consistent pace. The
writer is obviously a real fells runner since nobody who's faking it could possibly understand and
write about the experiences this way.An unexpected plus was that the chapters are fairly short.
Since we a lot of our reading is done just before falling asleep at night, its nice to have more
chapters that are shorter versus trying to stay awake to finish one.”

Elisson Per-Åke, “Inspirational introduction to the world of fell-running, its athletes and history.
Great inspirational story that have several parallell tracks - one is of course how the author gets
started and after a while tries to complete the Bob Graham Round in 24 hours - another is
meeting quite a number of people that are/have been influential in the fell-running culture. This is
woven together in a clever way that makes for a very interesting read and really makes you want
to pull on your runing shoes and head for a run. Good thinking about respect for nature and
weather and that we need to take full responsibility when out among the fells.The trigger for me
to buy the book came from completing the 3peaks cyclocross race in Yorkshire Dales - couldn't
help noticing that many of the strongest guys there came from a fell-running background. Next
trip to England I may skip the bike and just bring my running shoes;)”

Jason Zimmerman, “Good Read. Askwith gives us a history of fell running in this interesting
book. Anyone who runs, or more specifically, trail runs, will find a lot here to enjoy. The strength
of this book really are the profiles of the fell runners themselves, a hardy lot who, although still



with us, seem to speak to us from a bygone era. Kinda like I imagine my great-grandfathers
would have been. From an American perspective, the historical minutia gets a bit tedious,
however that's the only knock against this great read.”

Todd Vance, “A great read. I'm a road runner not a trail runner, but I could not put this book down.
If you like running of any sort read this and Askwith's Zatopek bio. They'll make you love running
more than you do now.”

MBSchwietz, “An Ultra Must!. Richard Askwith grabs us from the opening sentence...heck even
BEFORE the opening sentence! The disclaimer is a first. Exhaustive research, but clearly a
man's passion (so can we really call it work?), is ours to enjoy. Thanks Richard!”

samsmum, “Must-read for runners. The reasons we fell or trail run, brilliantly articulated. If you
don't already do it, then this book should provide the inspiration - or at the very least explain why
some of us are mad enough to.”

Sam Haslam, “Five Stars. Great summary of UK fell running and a source of motivation to
running in NZ hills too”

hallelujahal, “A brilliant introduction to fell running...and a hymn of praise!. Richard Askwith has
written a superb introduction to the history, hagiography and heroes of fell running. The style
becomes at times gnomic lapidary, zen-like in its focus and depictions of times and places and
events beyond the ken of the average reader.The book charts his own journey towards
eventually completing the Bob Graham Round. It describes the greats of the past who’ve not
only completed the round but also set new records for the attempts culminating in Billy Bland’s
super 13 hour record...a record that lasted for so long it was thought that no one would ever get
close.However as I write this review, I do so bathing in the knowledge of Killian Journet’s
incredible taking down of Billy Bland’s previous record by over an hour!Paradoxically, the sport of
fell running in this book is praised as a uniquely personal expression and private endeavour
about being ‘in’ the mountain environment, yet this book has probably done more to bring fell
running to the wider community than anything else. Read it, and learn, discover and enjoy it for
what it is...an inspirational hymn of praise for running with one’s feet touching the clouds!”

Mr Spence, “Inspiring stuff, Buy it and get lost in the stories told.. This pure and simple is just a
great book. It has been written very well and the content within is quality. I'm a keen Ultra runner
and spend a lot of time in the mountains so this book was a no brainer for me, and I've not been
disappointed. So many tales of unsung heroes of the running and fell community, most definitely
inspiring and thought provoking. I've read a lot of books based on/around running and I must
admit that this is top of the pops for me. If you like running or just like to hear tales of strong,
inspiring and normal individuals then give this book a go, you won't be disappointed.”



Mr. P. J. R. LEWIS, “Magnificent & trully inspirational HIGHLY READABLE. It certainly does help
having a passing interest in the sport of Fell running if one want's to get the maximum enjoyment
from this superb book because the majority of us will look on with a sense of awe in the
superhuman exploits of Fell runners past and present with some names that even the seasoned
runner may never have heard of.Richard Askwith writes in a magnificently fluid style that makes
the reader want to read the book from cover to cover.I myself being born and bred in Wales are
more familiar with the mountains of Snowdonia but his accounts of Fell running in the Lakes has
made that part of Western England come alive and with names like Bill Teasdale, Peter and
Kevin and Billy Bland and more especially the great Joss Naylor, his historical analysis of Fell
running from it's early years to the sport it has become today was most interesting and
extremely informative.The dream of most Fell runners me included is to run the Bob Graham
round and Mr Askwiths eventual realisation of that dream makes this book so inspirational that
one almost feels one could emulate his achievement if one only trained that bit harder.Having
read the reviews before purchasing the book everything is true, this is alongside "Wild Trails to
Lost Horizons" by Mike Cudahy one the most inspirational and motivating get out there and do
it books i have ever read.The writing style is supreme and maybe even those with no athletic
talent or longing would enjoy reading it.Superb in every way and should be on every weight
watchers reading list.”

Ms. O. L. Koepping, “Inspiring respect for impossible dreams. I wouldn't class myself as a fell
runner, but I love the Lakes, big days out in the hills and a little bit of running. This was a great
account of fell running, interweaving the history of the sport with its unfeasibly fit past and
present heros, as well as the attempts by the author to complete the Bob Graham Round, which
I had heard of as representing the dividing line between a jolly amateur "hill runner" and a
"proper mountain runner". Previously I had in reality thought the latter category to be a bit
unhinged, and pursuing a crazy, pointless objective, but by the time I finished the book I had
huge respect for the discipline, hard work and bloody-mindedness that such an achievement
requires. The book is also, as other reviewers say, very inspiring, and really captures the
romantic, idealistic element of even thinking of some of these races. The chapter on the woman
who won the first Dragon's Back race (in a team) was also very interesting, and one caught the
author's respect for her grit and determination.Someone who enjoys the hills and mountains in
any way, not only fell running, would also like this book.”

JonD73, “Feet in the Clouds, inspirational. I am not what you would call one of lifes naturally built
runners, at least not for endurance running. But then neither is the author of this book Richard
Askwith and it didnt stop him from becoming obsessed with both the history of fell running and
pushing himself physically and mentally to the limits to achieve a remarkable goal; the Bob
Graham round.I am a Cumbrian who now lives down South and works in London, so there is alot
in this book that takes me back to my old home town, reminds me of where i grew up and the



places i used to go. Having walked, climbed and mountain biked all over the Lakes, this book
really adds colour to some of the fells, the towns, the characters who live there and gives me that
desire to go back to it all. Only the need to keep earning a crust for the family keeps me down
here now.Since reading this book i have learnt that my cousin, a Cumbrian farmer, completed
the Bob Graham 5 years ago at the age of 47; being somewhat younger i realise that i have no
excuse now :)The book has a number of facets to it; its a historical record and story of the great
fell runners who established the sport, where they came from, what they achieved. Its also about
one man's obsession to achieve a remarkable goal and find in himself the strength to do it. This
second part of the book has a message to give that is one of commitment and what can be
achieved if you really put your mind to it. It happens to be about fell running, but it could so easily
be about swimming or climbing or any other sport for that matter.A brilliant and well written read.”

The book by Richard Askwith has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 333 people have provided feedback.
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